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PayStudio’s White label software

solution comes with a PCI DSS level 1

compliant payment gateway and a full

merchant CRM solution. 

 

We have a simple goal “To make

payments simpler” for our clients and

help them become financially

independent by setting up an entire

payments ecosystem.
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What do 
we do?

We help our clients set up their own brand

white label payment gateway for payment

processing without going to a PSP.

We help partners/business owners/ fintech

professionals start with their own Payment

gateway business by providing the cutting-

edge latest technology through which

clients can start accepting Cards, Crypto,

and even local Alternate payment methods

like Alipay, Boku, Paypal, UPI, etc.

In addition to our WLS gateway, we also

provide our clients with a full merchant

CRM which provides a detailed account of

their transactions and our AI-powered

smart report generation helps with valuable

insights on day-to-day revenue generation.
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Get integrated with our payments platform and start

accepting online payments instantly.

We help our customers connect with their acquiring

banks directly by providing them with MIDs for

processing so that they are able to process payments

seamlessly.

Start saving on PSP commissions by paying directly to

your banks for their services.

Get Instant settlements from the banks with no

mediator holding your funds.

Stop worrying about bogus charges levied by PSP in

case of failed, flagged, disputed transactions and

contest charges directly with the bank.

Get all your processors at one place on our platform.

Experience control over transaction flow by your

customers.
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We currently hold a portfolio of over 800 (+) merchants who

are processing with different acquiring banks using our

software solution and would want to place them on MIDs

you can offer us so that we can benefit mutually.

Our merchants majorly get their payments processed in

high-risk verticals like Gaming, Gambling, Crypto, Forex,

Adult, IT solutions, E-commerce, and have huge volumes and

are always on the lookout for new MIDs to route their online

transactions traffic.

We would love to refer the merchants to your bank in order

to provide solutions directly and love to work on an ISO

model.

We are also willing to work on the MOR model in cases

where you are not able to cater to our merchants due to low

volume, KYC issues so that we can act as a master merchant

and place small businesses under our umbrella.

PayStudio WLS is fully compliant with KYC and AML policies

and can work on both 2DS and 3DS technology for our

clients.
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Our Agenda
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In thIn this entireis entire
process, we alwaysprocess, we always
ensure that we areensure that we are
generating amplegenerating ample

revenue for ourrevenue for our
partner banks sopartner banks so

that we canthat we can
continue to co-existcontinue to co-exist

in a mutuallyin a mutually
beneficial financialbeneficial financial

partnership.partnership.
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Get Social
With Us We'd love to

work with you.

Phone Number

Email Address

Website

+44 0 (800) 887 029

sales@paystudio.vip

https://paystudio.vip/
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